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A vision for integrating Human Factors in Health & Social Care

Human Factors input in any industrial sector often follows a major incident or change in legislation. In the 1990s, the removal of Crown Immunity from prosecution under the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 meant that the NHS had to comply with safety legislation as hospitals and other care locations were considered to be places of work. From the 1990s to 2000s, Human Factors input focused on occupational health, building design, and systems approaches to embed Human Factors as part of the health care organisational culture.

In 2004 the National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) recommended the use of Human Factors as part of the ‘Seven Steps to Patient Safety’. There has been much good progress since then including a National Concordat bringing together 16 organisations. Health and Social Care has already started to benefit from Human Factors approaches.

Our vision is to:

- build on this good work
- broaden the scope of Human Factors understanding
- guide understanding of shared aims and offerings from partner organisations
- promote the integration of Human Factors to optimise human (patients and staff) wellbeing and overall system performance
- raise awareness of the discipline as an accredited, professional career
- ensure and maintain the standard of Human Factors practice through demonstration of competence and experience
- encourage the contribution of professional (qualified) Ergonomists & Human Factors Specialists via consultation and employment
- champion an accessible, user-focused approach.

Through ongoing collaboration, co-creation and discovery involving Health and Social Care providers, Human Factors experts and other professionals, this approach will contribute towards developing and embedding sustainable system-level improvements.

4 http://bit.ly/7stepstopatientsafety
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The case for a White Paper

The purpose of this White Paper is to provide the authoritative guide to aid understanding of how Human Factors can and should be used, and the competence and experience needed to manage, solve problems and make decisions. It describes how Human Factors can bring a depth and clarity of understanding to Health and Social Care issues.

RECOGNISING THE NEED

In 2016, the Care Quality Commission recommended that skilled analysis was needed for serious incident investigations to "move the focus of investigation from the acts or omissions of staff, to identifying the underlying causes of the incident" and "use Human Factors principles to develop solutions that reduce the risk of the same incidents happening again." 6

There are national initiatives to embed Human Factors, for example, in medical device and equipment design and purchasing, together with systems and service design. This has been led by Health Education England to ensure that the practices and principles of Human Factors are integrated into all training and education to develop the future healthcare workforce by ensuring it contains individuals with the right skills, attitudes, behaviours and training to enable the delivery of excellent healthcare and drive improvements for the quality of care provided and the safety of our patients. 7 Of all the sectors in which Human Factors can deliver a contribution to safer and better life, the Health and Social Care sector is arguably the one that currently stands to benefit the most. There have been local successes in introducing improvements using risk management, quality improvement and patient safety methods. Human Factors can act as the integrating discipline to ensure that a system-wide approach is taken. The participative nature of Human Factors can ensure collaboration by all stakeholders. It has been recognised by a range of people and organisations in healthcare that Human Factors has a critical and fundamental part to play in patient safety by providing methods and approaches which address known issues of integration, impact and sustainability of change. Qualified Human Factors specialists (also known as Ergonomists) help bring the knowledge, skills and expertise to ensure these approaches are used effectively and appropriate interventions are implemented.

TARGET AUDIENCE

This White Paper is aimed at Health and Social Care service managers, leads, commissioners, regulators and Human Factors champions in care settings, as well as anyone interested in ensuring Health and Social Care is the best it can be.

ABOUT THE CIEHF

The Chartered Institute of Ergonomics Human Factors (CIEHF) holds a Royal Charter, which recognises the unique value of the discipline and places obligations on the Institute to bring about changes for the better for society. This also means that the CIEHF is the only body in the world able to award Chartered status in Human Factors. The CIEHF has grown to become the fourth-largest community of Ergonomists and Human Factors Specialists in the world, from its beginnings as the first UK professional society in 1949. It is part of a global community of over 50 similar, affiliated organisations who provide events, networking, knowledge and greater visibility for Ergonomics and Human Factors.

If you are interested in finding out more about Human Factors go to the CIEHF website for free, up-to-date information: www.ergonomics.org.uk

6 http://www.cqc.org.uk/content/briefing-learning-serious-incidents-nhs-acute-hospitals
7 https://hee.nhs.uk/our-work/human-factors
What is Human Factors?

**AN EVIDENCE-BASED DISCIPLINE**

Human Factors, also called Ergonomics, is an evidence-based scientific discipline and profession that uses a design-driven systems approach to achieve two closely related outcomes of performance and wellbeing.

Human Factors applies elements of other disciplines such as psychology, anatomy and physiology, social sciences, engineering, design and organisational management, and combines them to better understand the nature of human-technology-systems interactions. These systems, and the context within which they operate, include people, products, technology, organisations and environments.

Human Factors uses measurements, observations, conversations and understanding about human physical and cognitive capabilities to make practical improvements to tools, software, furniture, workplaces and environments to initiate and support change for processes, techniques, interactions and communications.

**TERMINOLOGY**

Human Factors is also known as ergonomics and the two terms are used interchangeably to mean the same thing, especially in countries such as UK, USA and Australia. Most non-English speaking countries just use the term ‘ergonomics’.

Terms associated with the discipline include Human Factors engineering, human-centred design, user-centred design, usability and user experience. These are often used in relation to certain aspects of Human Factors such as product design or website design.

**THE SYSTEMS APPROACH**

Systems can be defined as a set of inter-related activities or entities such as hardware, software, buildings, spaces, communities and people, that all have a common purpose. There are links between these activities and entities which can change both the state and interactions in the system within a given set of circumstances and events.

Understanding and applying a systems approach is a fundamental Human Factors concept and must be the starting point for embedding human factors. Systems will range from individuals performing single tasks or using a tool (a micro-system), through to people working as part of a team (a meso-system), and on through to complex socio-technical systems (a macro-system).
Using Human Factors

TO INVESTIGATE INCIDENTS
Where human error or ‘user error’ may seem at first to be the cause of an incident, a Human Factors approach takes a wider view to encompass root causes such as poor product design. In this case, it may then be termed a ‘use error’, but there are invariably many other factors that play a part in bringing about an incident. Investigations involving Human Factors experts and clinicians can uncover these factors and lead to an understanding of the relevance and importance of each one and how they combine to bring about a particular outcome at a particular time in a particular set of circumstances.

TO THINK ABOUT SYSTEMS
It may be tempting to consider a short-term fix, but this will rarely involve a systems approach and could therefore introduce unexpected and unfavourable outcomes in other parts of the system. A Human Factors intervention may focus on optimisation of a micro-system, but there will be clear mapping of the relationships of the micro-system within the larger meso- and macro-systems. It is through understanding these interactions and taking a true systems approach that effective solutions can be found. The skill is in developing approaches that are appropriate to the scale of the project and its context and to consider potentially undesirable consequences. The Systems of Systems in healthcare have been described as nested and overlapping systems. “A bed in a hospital is a system, the patient monitoring equipment is a sibling system, the two together plus the patient’s room comprise another system, whereas the radiology or scanning equipment, the drugs dispensary, the beds, the ambulances are all systems, but together can be seen as a system of systems when looking at maintenance and replacement regimes.”

TO THINK ABOUT DESIGN
Human Factors is relevant to all stages of the life-cycle of equipment, environment and services, from early stages of planning and design, right through to implementation and evaluation, and re-design. Initial approaches should define the scope of the project or intervention, establishing the high-level values and goals relevant to the specific context. Healthcare is starting to recognise the benefits of Human Factors where the systems view of safety and an inclusive, human-centred design process can be applied in nearly all work streams.

Getting the design right can help to safeguard against such factors as high workload, fatigue and stress which can make it difficult for people to succeed.

IMPLEMENTING HUMAN FACTORS
Health and Social Care organisations face challenges in embedding and sustaining improvement initiatives. Successful implementation often relies on individuals having sufficient knowledge, time and resources to effectively play their part.

Our vision for Human Factors implementation is:

- **Human Factors good practice is common across all Health and Social Care processes including adult, new and redesign services, investigation and procurement.**
- **Human Factors good practice informs all areas from local pharmacy services and medical devices to national inter-agency information communication systems across all service providers (public and private), and sectors (primary, secondary, mental health, ambulance, community, intermediate, social and home care).**

- **Proven strategies and frameworks exist and are used for Human Factors implementation, such as integration with Quality Improvement, including a sector specific competency matrix to which all practitioners adhere.**
- **International standards for Ergonomics and Human Factors are embedded in healthcare design and systems for planning, acquisition and safety.**
- **The underlying culture is a learning culture, learn to drive continuous improvement in human performance and wellbeing.**

There are a number of strategies to be followed to give Human Factors in Health and Social Care the best chance of success:

- **Manage the Human Factors process by providing a strategic framework for how it is planned and deployed within projects and investigations.**
- **Take full account of Human Factors activities from start to finish in projects and in ongoing surveillance; ensure that Human Factors is embedded in design and development, testing and installation, commissioning and procurement, operating and maintenance.**
- **Formalise the Human Factors process by understanding and planning the needs of the project or intervention, identifying criteria which evidences competency and outcomes, and by documenting and reporting on Human Factors work streams.**
- **If people within the system have developed ‘workarounds’, explore them in a positive way; they can be a support to ‘work as done’ (as opposed to ‘work as imagined’) with alternative ways being taken around challenging interactions. Bear in mind that these alternative ways weren’t necessarily be considered in the context of the system.**

WHAT ‘GOOD’ LOOKS LIKE
When Human Factors is done well, it can help to:

- **Recognise human needs and provide for them.**
- **Provide effective integration of human, technological and organisational capabilities.**
- **Design out the potential for people to make mistakes, helping them succeed in what they set out to do.**
- **Design work and workplaces that enable people to perform tasks in a sustained manner with minimum need for training or frequent recourse to instruction.**
- **Enable people to work in ways that maximise system safety and reduce risk.**
- **Standardise terminology and encourage consistency in interactions (with people, places and equipment) to improve safety and performance.**
- **Develop systems that are fit for purpose.**
- **Optimise human capabilities and mitigate physical, cognitive, psychological and social limitations.**
- **Identify multiple root causes of an incident where they exist so a solution does not focus on how our change to accommodate poorly designed systems.**
- **Enable everyone to be involved in the successful operation of a system.**
- **Support any industry in meeting statutory safety requirements.**

Increasing competence and capacity

As with most safety sciences and improvement strategies in healthcare and other safety-critical industries, Human Factors approaches can provide more impact when expertise is embedded in the system. It enables proactive and reactive Human Factors responses to be quickly and easily initiated to highlight resilience and share improvements in working practices. Embedding Human Factors expertise provides the opportunity for an effective combination of a person-centred approach and the process optimisation view of Quality Improvement, for example. Interventions are likely to be more effective and sustainable if a multi-disciplinary approach is taken, using specialist knowledge and experience to ensure all aspects of a system have been considered. This ensures that people’s skills are used cost-effectively to greater benefit.

Human Factors awareness already exists for a range of professionals in healthcare including among psychologists, occupational therapists, physiotherapists, medical device designers and engineers.

So, part of our vision is to increase Human Factors competence so that:

- Sufficient and relevant Human Factors education is included in clinical curricula.
- Sufficient competence and experience exists to fill the roles required for effective Human Factors implementation.
- Professional bodies and regulators seek support from qualified Human Factors professionals in the delivery of Human Factors training.
- Every Health and Social Care organisation has an identified Human Factors advisor at a senior level.
- Sufficient Human Factors capability exists to deliver a resilient system that encompasses safety culture and acceptable workloads for all healthcare providers.

Case studies

**FIT-FOR-PURPOSE EQUIPMENT**

**THE PROBLEM:** Carpeted floors in a newly-built hospital prevented easy use of a mobile patient hoist. The hoists were a control measure implemented to reduce the risk of manual handling injuries to staff. The hoist's rubber wheels worked well on smooth or hard floors but not on carpet. When a patient was in the hoist, the wheels sank into the carpet, making it difficult to move so nurses stopped using them, increasing the risk of injury to staff and patients.

**THE SOLUTION:** A systems approach would have considered all equipment and user requirements in clinical areas before the flooring specification was agreed. In this case, a detailed assessment was carried out with the result that the hoist manufacturer changed the wheels on the hoists, using larger ones made of harder material.

**THE IMPACT:** Pushing and pulling forces required to move the hoist were reduced by 40%. Nursing staff could use the hoists again, reducing the risk of manual handling injury and increasing the safety of the patient.

Reference: HSE, Case study 2 - Health services, equipment fit for purpose www.hse.gov.uk/msd/healthservice.htm

**DESIGN FOR PATIENTS**

**THE PROBLEM:** Birth in water gained momentum in the early 1990s however birthing pools at that time had not been designed with users in mind. Mothers found it difficult to get into the birthing pool and almost impossible to get out of in an emergency. Midwives had to adopt poor posture when monitoring and examining mothers in the pool.

**THE SOLUTION:** User needs were identified and incorporated into a new design which included steps and rails to assist entry and exit, shaped edges to support the mother, knee room to allow the midwife easier access for monitoring and a seat that allowed the mother to be evacuated rapidly in an emergency.

**THE IMPACT:** The work revolutionised the design of birthing pools with resultant improvements in safety and wellbeing of the mother, baby and midwife. Support staff carrying out maintenance, cleaning and infection control also benefited from the improved design.

Reference: Case Study 18: Improving birthing pool design. The Human Connection. CIEHF 2015

Reference: HSE, Case study 2 - Health services, equipment fit for purpose www.hse.gov.uk/msd/healthservice.htm
THE PROBLEM: A study in a large acute NHS Trust identified that equipment was often in poor condition or it was not suitable for the task. There were issues of compatibility with different types of equipment that needed to be used together to provide treatment. The study found that rental costs for dynamic mattresses were overspent by £15-20,000 a month but there was still an incidence rate of 11% for pressure ulcers.

THE SOLUTION: A project examined the risks in clinical areas associated with this equipment. A working group consisting of a senior Back Care Advisor, a Trust board member, a finance manager, a tissue viability nurse, a nurse manager, an infection control nurse and representatives from estates, therapies and portering was established. The group specified equipment performance criteria and trialled equipment before drawing up a tender specification.

THE IMPACT: Following the approval and tender processes, the Trust bought 500 electric profiling beds and mattresses, a range of chairs and other equipment. One year on from implementation the benefits included 69% saving in nursing time assisting or moving patients, equating to £1.4m; musculoskeletal injuries fell from 28 to 4; pressure ulcer incidence fell from 11% to 3%.
THE PROBLEM: A new device had been developed to assess heart rate during resuscitation of newborn babies, to ensure clinicians are provided with accurate information in a timely and precise manner, without the need to stop resuscitation for manual heart rate assessment with a stethoscope. What information is needed for such a device and how should it be displayed and controlled?

THE SOLUTION: A user-centred design approach called Applied Cognitive Task Analysis (ACTA) was used to investigate and understand the cognitive requirements of clinicians carrying out the task of neonatal resuscitation. This method provided understanding of the tasks involved, the cognitive requirements and the potential for error during a neonatal resuscitation scenario. These findings were then translated into design requirements for system designers.

THE IMPACT: The study and its outputs have been used to develop an interface which prioritises simplicity of use whilst optimising performance and minimising error, and which fits into the current clinical pathways for neonatal resuscitation.

THE PROBLEM: Intravenous infusion safety is a recognised concern internationally. There is limited evidence about infusion practices in England and how they relate to prevalence and types of error. Further, smart pumps have been advocated to reduce errors but their effectiveness is not known.

THE SOLUTION: Sixteen hospitals engaged in a mixed method study. The study found large variability in practices and in discrepancies and errors. Many deviations were observed but little harm. Not all deviations were bad, and people were a source of system resilience. Policy and practice need better alignment in this area. Smart pumps were found to have little impact in reducing everyday errors.

THE IMPACT: The work suggests that intravenous infusion therapy is a complex system, and technology is not a panacea. Some sites are already reviewing policy and training in response to site specific feedback. This raises debate about where investment should be made to improve infusion safety.

**MORE ABOUT HUMAN FACTORS**

Scientific discipline and profession


CIEHF Professional Competencies [https://www.ergonomics.org.uk/Public/Careers_Jobs_CPD/CPD.aspx](https://www.ergonomics.org.uk/Public/Careers_Jobs_CPD/CPD.aspx)

---

**HUMAN FACTORS**

**In Health and Social Care**

Health Education England in the North East. 2017 Introduction to Human Factors. [https://youtube.be/aOz3zW3yHrY](https://youtube.be/aOz3zW3yHrY)


---

**MEDICAL DEVICE DESIGN**


FDA (2003). GHTF/SQ2/F11FR Medical Device Post Market vigilance and Surveillance: Proposal for Reporting of Use Errors with Medical Devices by their Manufacturer or Authorized Representative. [www.fda.gov/ohrms/dockets/98fr/04d-0001/bkgd-0001-08-sq2_r3118.pdf](http://www.fda.gov/ohrms/dockets/98fr/04d-0001/bkgd-0001-08-sq2_r3118.pdf)


“HUMAN FACTORS IS CRUCIAL IN UNDERSTANDING NOT ONLY WHY THINGS GO WRONG, BUT ALSO WHY THINGS GO RIGHT.”